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Multigenerational Workforce Strategy 
Generational Snapshot ➡️Different Skill Sets➡️Employee Training ➡️Recruitment➡️Retention

Review & Assess your current company's generational data/ trends for the future of work

Review turnover & exit interview data generationally and intergenerationally

Partner in-house on workforce strategies, multigenerational and intergenerational strategies, 

and learning strategies, and make the mentorship program a must*

Just ASK- the answers or focus groups are in-house

Adopt a coaching-based (whole leader) leadership style for all leaders of others & get curious 

Keep the conversation going with executives and senior leaders- shifting the conversation 

to robust workforce dynamics and the future of work (and performance)

Partner with companies on coursework and realistic job preview/ future skills needed in the 

workplace/adopting a classroom should be a must in a variety of industries



Multigenerational Workforce Strategy 

What does the data tell us? Throughout the funnel, from recruitment to turnover?

What is the current demographic makeup of your workforce? How diverse is it in terms of age groups?

What are the key challenges or issues that arise due to generational differences in your organization?

How do different generations in your workforce currently interact and collaborate with each other?

What’s possible here generationally? What external trends or industry-specific changes should be considered when developing a 

multigenerational strategy?

What barriers or change management do we have to implement to overcome generational divides?

How does this connect to our employer EVP or business goals?

What areas do we focus on first. Our leaders, our mindset, our framework, our promise, our executives?

Are there any generational gaps in terms of skills or knowledge that might impact productivity or hinder innovation?

What are the existing communication channels and strategies within your organization? How effective are they in bridging gene rational 

gaps?

Are there any existing policies or practices that unintentionally create barriers or favor a specific generation?



BEFORE THE TRAINING
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AFTER THE TRAINING

•

•

•

You're in the right place if you want to:



LATASHA WILLIAMS
THE MODERN MILLENNIAL 

CONSULTING & SR. HR LEADER
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What you'll learn today:

•

•

•

•

Building Bridges Among Generational 

Differences in the Workplace 





The Bridge Support of Bridging the Gap of 
Generations in the Workplace

1 2 3 4
Academia Employer Employee Leaders of Others





Generational Snapshot



Generation Shaping Moments



QUESTION TIME!

Tell me your answer in the chat box 

below and why you think this is true!



Conflicting Numbers
One School of Thought
• With Millennials on the verge of becoming 

an overwhelming majority in the 
workforce (40-75 percent by 2025) 

• Gen Z workers will be 30% of the 
workforce by 2030

What you need to do?
• Review the healthy mix at your

organization and start with 3rds or start 
with where you are and project growth

• Growth in generations or growth is access 
to the influence of generational thoughts 



The Road to 2030
• It’s estimated that Gen Z will make up 30% of the U.S. workforce by 2030. According to 

GetSmarter’s research, a significant portion of younger generations are already in 

management and decision-making positions.

• After that, Millennials and Generation Z will comprise nearly 70 percent of the workforce

over the course of the next decade while the previous three generations are still in the workplace.

• In fact, 89 percent of talent professionals agree that a multigenerational workforce 

makes their company more successful.

• Varying degrees of skills among the generations will require the workforce to adapt their 

skill sets, with our research suggesting older generations need improved technical skills, and 

younger generations require interpersonal and leadership development.

• The vast majority of employers who offer any sort of diversity and inclusion training do 

not cover age. This goes right back to how age discrimination is viewed as the second-class civil 

right; it’s overlooked.”– Laurie McCann, senior attorney at AARP Foundation

Fast Forward 2030: The Future of Work and the Workplace 



The Future of Generational "Talk"



The Future of Generational "Talk"



The Future of Generational "Talk"



The Remix—How to Lead and Succeed in the Multigenerational 

Workplace: 

“The longer I study generations in the workplace, the more 

similarities I find in what people want in and out of work. Those 

fundamentals—meaning, purpose, great leaders, professional 

growth—don’t change just the way they look at them change."



Multigenerational vs 
Intergenerational
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Why you Need to Myth Bust your OWN 
Generational Talk- Shifting Perspectives

•

•

•



Different Skill Sets but Similar Workplace Needs

Multigenerational is the NOW
Intergenerational is the FUTURE



Workshop This in the Chat



Pivotal Moments vs Stereotypes

Multigenerational is the NOW
Intergenerational is the FUTURE



Myth busting by the Stats Post Covid

•

•

•



The 7 Tips for Building Bridges and Ways to 
Stop Burning Bridges (& the POWER of it)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



Building Bridges by Generation



Intersectionality of Generations and Race 
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Intersectionality (Generational) Challenges
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•

•

•
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Kaleidoscope Effect
• The framework uses 3 themes/parameters on which professionals place 

emphasis on in their careers and want from their employers and careers



Generational Strategy
What does this mean for the workplace?
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The 4 big takeaways 



The Tips for Building Bridges and 
Ways to Stop Burning Bridges (& the 

POWER of it)
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Building Bridges: What can you do to help?

•

•

•

•

•

•



8 Megatrends that are Currently 
Shaping the Future of Work
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8 Mega Trends that a Multigenerational 
Workforce Creates

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



Multigenerational Strategy: 

How many of you have a diversity strategy 
that includes generational workforce 

strategies? Yes, No, Somewhat
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Multigenerational Workforce Strategy 
Generational Snapshot ➡️Different Skill Sets➡️Employee Training ➡️Recruitment➡️Retention



Practical & Tactical Strategy:
Review the current landscape of your company

- Leverage current DEI details and look for trends
- Pick an area to focus on
- Pick a pillar (recruitment, development, turnover, benefits)

Determine a pillared approach to tackle generational efforts in a 
3-year plan

- Model behavior, like  a sandwich 
- Find ways to retain mature talent that create value for the 

organization without creating a “gray ceiling”
- Look for opportunities to apply principles of workforce flexibility 

and career customization



Practical & Tactical Strategy:
Review top of talent and retention funnels

- Talent acquisition programs recruited people based on their capabilities 
and attitudes toward work-life balance and where they are in their 
careers. 

- Educate leaders on generational stereotypes and build bridges (case 
studies, scenarios, blind resume reviews, etc.)

- Leadership programs were organized around evolving individual 
capabilities, needs, and expectations, enabling more fluid movement 
across roles

Begin with the end in mind
- Where do we want to be in 3-5 years?
- Work backward to the goals
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